Memorial dedicated to veterans of WW I. It includes 2 limestone bldgs. and halls and a 217-ft. towering ____. In 2006, its restoration and addition of a first-class underground museum makes it the national ctr. for WWI.

23. You say you were here all alone. ____ do you explain the second set of footprints? (2 wds.)

25. Abbr. for height.


28. The architect firm of Kivett & Myers designed in 1971 the cast-in-place concrete Temple (research) Hall at MU in Springfield, Mo. They also designed Kauffman Stadium, Arrowhead Stadium and KCI ____.

33. In text, letters indicating a big laugh.

34. Mt. Rushmore Pres.

35. Architect Cass Gilbert designed the Beaux-Arts style St. Louis Public Library in 1907. This Carnegie-donated library is considered the jewel of the library system. Gilbert also designed the Minn. State Capitol, the Woolworth Bldg. in NYC and the U.S. Supreme ____ Bldg. in Washington, D.C.

36. Tom Sawyer’s ____ Polly.

39. Architect J. L. Howard designed in 1857 one of the few ____ Greek Revival style theaters in Mo., Tewpian Hall in Boonville.

42. Landscape architect Maxmilion Kern in 1864 designed Lafayette Park in St. Louis as “one of the most beautiful landscaped parks in the U.S.” He also designed St. Louis’s Forest Park in 1876. He became a published professor at the Univ. of Mo. in the 1880’s.

44. Affirmative gesture at an auction.


47. Prophetess/widow present at the presentation of Jesus in the Temple (Luke 2:36).

50. Short for gigawatt.

51. Letters for the one who delivered the famous civil rights “I have a dream” speech in Washington, D.C. in 1963.


56. ____ Cid, Spanish hero.

57. Oldest Cartwright brother.

58. Mom in Madrid.

59. One of the 7 deadly sins.

61. Architects McKim, Mead & White.

69. “The monastery of St. Anthony is a Coptic Orthodox monastery standing in an ____ in the Eastern Desert of Egypt.” It is the oldest Christian monastery in the world (around 300 A.D.)

71. Within Ha Ha Tonka State Park near Camdenton lay the ruins of a turn-of-the-century European style stone ____ A KC businessman starting building his dream in 1906 but was killed in one of Mo.’s first auto accidents. His son built it but lost it. It became a lodge until it burned down in 1942. Even its ruins are impressive.

72. Sugar candy on sticks.

---

**ACROSS the Diocese**

**Puzzle #675**

By Father Don Antweiler

**ACROSS**

1. Architect Stephen Hills designed the Penn. State Capitol in 1822. Seeing his work, Mo. commissioned him to design its 2nd State Capitol in Jeff. City, as well as Academic Hall in Columbia, the first bldg. for the Univ. of Mo. Both structures burned, the latter leaving MU’s 6 iconic ____.

7. “Blessed are they who ____ for they will be comforted,” (Matthew 5:4).

11. This country is one of the world’s most diverse; ethnically, multiculturally, geographically, and in climate.

14. Trial and ____.

15. Old St. Louis based airline.

17. ____ de Janeiro, Brazil, pop. 6.5 million, with the 124-ft. Christ the Redeemer statue famously overlooking the city from Corcovado Mtn.

18. Rocky peak.

19. Cornhusker State (abbr.).

20. Architect Edward L. Barnes was asked by the Hallmark Corp. in 1967 to design an experimental “city within a city” near downtown KC. The result is ____ Center, an 85-acre complex of six buildings for Hallmark, Sheraton & Hyatt Regency hotels and restaurants.

22. Architect Harold Van Buren Magonigle created in KC in 1926 the Liberty Memorial dedicated to veterans of WW I. It includes 2 limestone bldgs. and halls and a 217-ft. towering ____.

25. Abbr. for height.


28. The architect firm of Kivett & Myers designed in 1971 the cast-in-place concrete Temple (research) Hall at MU in Springfield, Mo. They also designed Kauffman Stadium, Arrowhead Stadium and KCI ____.

33. In text, letters indicating a big laugh.

34. Mt. Rushmore Pres.

35. Architect Cass Gilbert designed the Beaux-Arts style St. Louis Public Library in 1907. This Carnegie-donated library is considered the jewel of the library system. Gilbert also designed the Minn. State Capitol, the Woolworth Bldg. in NYC and the U.S. Supreme ____ Bldg. in Washington, D.C.

36. Tom Sawyer’s ____ Polly.

39. Architect J. L. Howard designed in 1857 one of the few ____ Greek Revival style theaters in Mo., Tewpian Hall in Boonville.

42. Landscape architect Maxmilion Kern in 1864 designed Lafayette Park in St. Louis as “one of the most beautiful landscaped parks in the U.S.” He also designed St. Louis’s Forest Park in 1876. He became a published professor at the Univ. of Mo. in the 1880’s.

44. Affirmative gesture at an auction.


47. Prophetess/widow present at the presentation of Jesus in the Temple (Luke 2:36).

50. Short for gigawatt.

51. Letters for the one who delivered the famous civil rights “I have a dream” speech in Washington, D.C. in 1963.


56. ____ Cid, Spanish hero.

57. Oldest Cartwright brother.

58. Mom in Madrid.

59. One of the 7 deadly sins.

61. Architects McKim, Mead & White.

69. “The monastery of St. Anthony is a Coptic Orthodox monastery standing in an ____ in the Eastern Desert of Egypt.” It is the oldest Christian monastery in the world (around 300 A.D.)

71. Within Ha Ha Tonka State Park near Camdenton lay the ruins of a turn-of-the-century European style stone ____ A KC businessman starting building his dream in 1906 but was killed in one of Mo.’s first auto accidents. His son built it but lost it. It became a lodge until it burned down in 1942. Even its ruins are impressive.

72. Sugar candy on sticks.

**DOWN**

1. “I am a little ____ in the hand of a writing God.” —St. Teresa of Kolkata.

2. Anger.

3. In real estate, letters for living room.

4. ____ and behold!

5. Swedish architect Eero Saarinen won a 1960 national competition in designing the iconic Gateway ____ , a bold expression of
pioneering spirit in vision and engineering. Earlier in the 1950's he designed the elegant 300-seat chapel at Stephen's College in Columbia, Mo.

6. You can ____ your gear under your bunk.

7. Architect George Ingham Barnett designed the present Governor's ____ in Jeff. City in 1871. Called the Dean of St. Louis architecture, he designed most of the bldgs. in the Mo. Botanical Garden, Tower Grove Park, the famous Old Courthouse downtown, and earlier in 1843 St. Mary of Victories, the 2nd oldest Cath. Ch. in St. Louis.

8. Abraham's ancestral home.

9. Short for Rotary Int'l.; a business & professional service club.

10. A private's negative response to his sergeant's question.

11. Though this State has five National Parks, it is not even in the top 10 of the States in size.

12. Architect Hardy H. Pfeiffer designed in Columbia, Mo. in 2002 the 102,000 sq. ft. Columbia Public Library. His dramatic cylindrical form includes collages of styles & colliding forms, which are ____ by its skylights.

13. Architect firm of Holt, Price & Barnes in 1931 in KC created the KC Power & Light high-rise. At 30 stories (479 ft.) its ____ Deco style with a 6-story glass cupola was a prominent part of KC's skyline. It remained Mo.'s highest habitable structure for over 40 years.

16. Short for Weight Watchers.

21. “____ on the river...” — from Proud Mary sung by Elvis (1972) and Tina Turner (1988), among others.

23. The swashbuckling helmsman from Star Trek's USS Enterprise.

24. Bone.

27. Short for out of stock.

28. Rain or reflux.

29. Toupee?

30. We hired a ____ person to handle outside communications.

31. One of Shakespeare's major tragedies where the Moorish hero is betrayed by the villain Iago out of racism and jealousy.

32. Architect Louis Sullivan designed in 1891 the Wainwright Building in downtown St. Louis. This new high-rise building influenced future generations of ____ buildings. Sullivan was nicknamed the father of the skyscraper and was a mentor to famous architect Frank Lloyd Wright.

34. Letters for audio visual.

37. 7____.

38. Football scores.

40. A quantity of paper.

41. Not a consonant.

43. ____! A mouse!

47. Geico has a gecko; ____ has a white duck.

48. Gun club.

49. “The man gave ____ to all the cattle, all the birds of the air...” (Genesis 2:20).

51. Canadian born architect Louis Curtiss in 1909 in KC built the Boley Bldg., the first glass and ____ curtain wall bldg. in the U.S.

54. St. Louis architect Theodore Link designed in 1894 St. Louis's Union Station, one of the largest and grandest train stations of its time. Considered an architectural ____ with its Grand Hall, it served over 100K passengers a day with the largest covered train shed ever built. Earlier in 1876 he aided the design of the 1,300-acre Forest Park and was a major designer of buildings for the 1904 St. Louis World's Fair.

55. Egg-shape.

57. Now!

58. The doctor said I need ____ replacement (2 wds.).

59. ____ grows mainly on the north side of a tree in the northern hemisphere, but on the south side in the southern hemisphere.

61. “It is easier for a camel to pass through the ____ of a needle...” (Mark 10:25).

62. Ltrs. for Asst. Medical Officer.

63. In business, letters for return on investment.

64. The gospels are in this part of the Bible.

65. 45 for Caesar.

66. ____; abbr. for special order.